For effective patient treatment in proton therapy, it is therefore important to accurately measure the beam range. For measuring beam range, various researchers determine the beam range by measuring the prompt gammas generated during nuclear reactions of protons with materials. However, the accuracy of the beam range determination can be lowered in heterogeneous phantoms, because of the differences with respect to the prompt gamma production depending on the properties of the material. In this research, to improve the beam range determination in a heterogeneous phantom, we derived a formula to correct the prompt-gamma distribution using the ratio of the prompt gamma production, stopping power, and density obtained for each material. Then, the prompt-gamma distributions were acquired by a multi-slit prompt-gamma camera on various kinds of heterogeneous phantoms using a Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation, and the deduced formula was applied to the prompt-gamma distributions. For the case involving the phantom having bone-equivalent material in the soft tissue-equivalent material, it was confirmed that compared to the actual range, the determined ranges were relatively accurate both before and after correction. In the case of a phantom having the lung-equivalent material in the soft tissue-equivalent material, although the maximum error before correction was 18.7 mm, the difference was very large. However, when the correction method was applied, the accuracy was significantly improved by a maximum error of 4.1 mm. Moreover, for a phantom that was constructed based on CT data, after applying the calibration method, the beam range could be generally determined within an error of 2.5 mm. Simulation results confirmed the potential to determine the beam range with high accuracy in heterogeneous phantoms by applying the proposed correction method. In future, these methods will be verified by performing experiments using a therapeutic proton beam. Next, the information pertaining to the materials of the heterogeneous phantom was used to correct the acquired prompt-gamma distribution, and after correction, we used an automatic proton-beam range determination algorithm to determine the beam range. Finally, we compared the beam range that was determined by a multi-slit promptgamma camera and the real beam range, and we estimated the performance of the developed correction method in the heterogeneous phantom.
Introduction
Currently, there is an increased number of protontreatment facilities that use proton beams to treat tumors, and there is also an increased number of patients requiring such treatment. Depending on the physical properties of the Bragg beak, a proton beam can deliver a concentrated dose to a tumor. This property minimizes the unnecessary doses to surrounding normal cells during tumor treatment using a proton beam. However, if the proton beam is not irradiated at the pre-planned site, the treatment may not be effective, or most of the dose may be delivered to normal To optimize proton-beam treatment, there is a need for technology that verifies the beam range 2) during realtime treatment. There has been focus on the prompt gamma emission that is expected to provide a more instantaneous vision of determining the beam range, because the prompt gamma distribution is similar with the proton dose distribution near the range. By measuring the prompt gamma distribution, the proton beam range determination method was confirmed for the first time using experiments by Min et al. 3) On the basis of these experiments, we have developed a multi-slit promptgamma camera that can determine the proton-beam range with a physically collimated-based verification system to measure the prompt gamma distribution. 4) In the prompt-gamma distribution acquired by this camera, there was a distribution that showed a sharp decrease in the dose falloff region; thus, a sigmoidal curve fittingbased automatic proton-beam range algorithm developed by this research team was used to determine the beam range. In addition, the multi-slit prompt-gamma camera is designed to easily expand the field-of-view (FOV). It has an advantage in that the camera can measure the prompt gamma distribution while the camera is fixed near the treatment target, irrespective of the beam energy and the irradiation location. Previous studies have confirmed that the beam range can be experimentally determined within a 2-mm error through a multi-slit gamma-camera in a homogeneous phantom. However, in a heterogeneous phantom, when the beam range is located near the boundary of two materials with a large difference in density, it was confirmed that errors increased during the determination of the beam range. This is due to the fact that the automatic proton-beam range determination algorithm cannot determine the beam range, owing to the difference in the number of prompt gammas generated during reactions between the proton beam and materials, at the boundary surface of two materials with a large difference in densities. In this study, to improve the accuracy of protonbeam range determination in a heterogeneous phantom,
we developed a method with material properties to correct the prompt-gamma distribution. To verify the performance of the developed method, we performed simulations using a multi-slit prompt-gamma camera of the promptgamma distribution produced by proton-beam irradiation of a combination of soft-tissue, bone, and lung-equivalent materials in four types of heterogeneous phantoms.
Next, the information pertaining to the materials of the heterogeneous phantom was used to correct the acquired prompt-gamma distribution, and after correction, we used an automatic proton-beam range determination algorithm to determine the beam range. Finally, we compared the beam range that was determined by a multi-slit promptgamma camera and the real beam range, and we estimated the performance of the developed correction method in the heterogeneous phantom.
Materials and Methods

Design of the correction method
The prompt-gamma distribution, which occurs when the proton beam interacts with the heterogeneous phantom, is similar with the proton dose distribution at the distal falloff region. However, the distribution may change owing to a difference in the number of produced prompt gammas per unit volume because of differences in the density of the material and differences in the elements comprising the material. This is the reason for incorrect determination of the beam range by automatic proton-beam range determination algorithms that employ algorithms which find regions of rapid decline in prompt-gamma distributions. In this research, we developed a method to correct the difference in the number of prompt gammas.
First, the number of prompt gammas produced by a proton beam in the three types of representative materials-soft-tissue-, bone-, and lung-equivalent material-was examined using the Geant4 (version 10.03. , as reported in ICRP publication 110. When applying this proposed method to real patients, it is expected that classification will be performed based on patients'
body structure in accordance with correlations that exist between the number of CTs and the body structure. 10) In this study, research was performed using a multi-slit prompt-gamma camera to acquire a prompt-gamma distribution that is generated from the beam irradiation of a heterogeneous phantom of the type referred to above;
information from the heterogeneous phantom material was used, and the beam range was determined after correcting the acquired prompt-gamma distribution.
3. Construction of multi-slit prompt-gamma camera 
Correction method for prompt-gamma distribution in heterogeneous phantom
Compared to soft tissue, in the lung, the number of prompt gammas generated per unit volume is relatively low when the proton beam irradiates a heterogeneous phantom. In bones, a large number of prompt gammas are produced per unit volume. Because there is a difference in the ratio of prompt gamma production depending on the material, the number of prompt gammas obtained in a heterogeneous phantom can rapidly decrease in boundary regions between surfaces, and not in dose falloff region. Beam-range determination algorithms prompt-gamma camera was corrected using the material information obtained from a heterogeneous phantom. In principle, the multi-slit prompt-gamma camera measures only the prompt gamma produced in the material at the location facing the detector using the multi-slit collimator.
Using this method, the prompt gammas produced with respect to the heterogeneous phantom can be corrected using only information about the inner construction of the heterogeneous phantom. The correction method is as follows:
First, the prompt gamma produced from irradiating a heterogeneous phantom with a proton beam is acquired using a multi-slit prompt-gamma camera, and the background radiation distribution is removed from the acquired prompt-gamma distribution. To remove the background radiation distribution from the prompt-gamma distribution, the slit was blocked using a tungsten board that is made of the same material as the rectangular slit of the multi-slit collimator. Then, the same proton beam is irradiated in the heterogeneous phantom, and a multi-slit prompt-gamma camera is used to acquire the distribution.
Compared to the background radiation distribution when the slit is open, the acquired background radiation distribution has a similar distribution form; however, the total number of acquired rays is small. Thus, weighting is performed on the acquired distribution with a blocked slit, the actual background radiation distribution is tuned. After the smoothing method was applied, it is removed from the distribution measured in the original case when the slit was open. In this case, the weights were obtained by using the average ratio obtained by measurements when the slit is opened and closed using the three scintillation detectors at the end. In addition, for the distribution on which the background radiation influence has been removed, the previously determined correction method is performed.
Further, an additional correction is performed for the boundary surface where the two materials make contact.
The additional correction is also performed based on the reference point of the boundary surface, i.e., 6 mm inside the detector. The reason for performing the additional correction is that the effect of not shielding the prompt gammas in the tungsten board of the multi-slit collimator and the influence of the scattered radiation from the surrounding detector. Finally, the existing background radiation distribution that was previously removed is then incorporated, and we obtain a distribution that is corrected for the influence of the heterogeneous phantom on the initial acquired prompt-gamma distribution.
Method to determine proton beam range
To determine the beam range from the corrected prompt-gamma distribution, we used a MATLAB programbased automatic proton beam-range determination algorithm 5) for the multi-slit prompt-gamma camera. The algorithm automatically sets the interval to apply the fitting around the region where the prompt gamma decreases rapidly in the obtained prompt gamma distribution, and then performs the sigmoidal curve fitting to find the inflection point. This inflection point is closely correlated to the real beam range. In this study, the value used for the beam range was the value of the inflection point obtained through sigmoidal curve fitting.
Results and Discussion
Variation of prompt-gamma distribution with material
To correct the prompt-gamma distribution generated in the heterogeneous phantom, the location of the prompt gamma generated from each material was obtained. Fig. 3 shows the depth locations of the produced prompt gammas when using a 150-MeV proton beam to irradiate bone-, lung-, and soft tissue-equivalent material. A proton beam of the same energy was used for irradiation, but owing to differences in the density of the material and the elements correction, respectively. In this way, it was confirmed that even when there are tumors between lungs, the multi-slit prompt-gamma camera can be used, and a beam range with an error of approximately 3 mm can be determined.
Determination of proton beam range in complex heterogeneous phantom
The prompt-gamma distributions that were acquired in the heterogeneous phantom that was constructed based on the patient CT data were illustrated on the left side of Before corrections, the prompt-gamma distribution measured by the camera is independently compared with the simulated prompt-gamma distribution to evaluate whether the proton beam is irradiated to the planned beam position or not. Thus, the above-mentioned problem can be solved by the above method.
Conclusion
In the present study, a method to improve the accuracy of the beam range determination in a heterogeneous phantom by correcting a prompt gamma-ray distribution was developed. The correction is based on prompt gamma emission data and beam range ratios that ware acquired in advance using Monte Carlo simulations. To verify the proposed method using Monte Carlo simulation, the prompt gamma distributions were acquired by using multislit prompt gamma camera for various heterogeneous phantoms and proton energies. The beam range was determined using automatic beam-range determination algorithms on the corrected prompt gamma distribution.
The results showed that it was possible to confirm the beam range for the majority of the results to within 2.2 mm. In particular, in a heterogeneous phantom based on patient CT data, it was confirmed that the method can be applied appropriately, and there is good potential for the application of this approach to determine the range during actual treatment.
Verification of the method proposed in this research was performed only in the multi-slit prompt-gamma camera; however, we believe that this method can be applied to other prompt gamma measurement systems.
In the future, experiments will be conducted using a therapeutic proton beam and a heterogeneous phantom.
Moreover, the possibility of correcting the prompt gammaray distribution produced in the heterogeneous phantom, will be examined, not only in pencil beam scanning (PBS) such as single-energy proton beams, but also in spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) beams.
